On the influence of variation in haemodynamic conditions on the generation and growth of cerebral aneurysms and atherogenesis: a computational model.
A risk-factor criterion, based on near-wall haemodynamic conditions, for the assessment of vascular pathology risk is developed and tested. This criterion has its foundation on experimentally observed vascular wall responses to oscillatory and swirling wall shear stress patterns and is applied to the results of computational simulations. We test this model on two anatomically accurate vascular segments, where pathologies are either commonplace or have already been developed, i.e. a healthy carotid bifurcation and a cerebral fusiform aneurysm. In the case of the former, the risk-assessment criterion predicts the emergence of atherosclerosis of the same locations that the disease is usually encountered. In the case of the latter, the risk factor shows increased probability for the appearance of secondary, "baby", aneurysms at certain locations.